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Abstract—College Entrance Examination is one of the keys to change the fate of our own life. So it would become very important for senior three students to fill in voluntarily. Most of the candidates are difficult to choose their own specialties and colleges according to their own characteristics, and the adjustment of students’ state in the preparation process is also one very important part. Based on the above problems, we have developed an intelligent decision-making system for college entrance examination voluntary filling, which provides real-time and scientific reasonable filling suggestions for senior three students, and solves the problem of senior three students filling in voluntary filling in combination with their own characteristics and interests. This letter describes in detail the research and analysis of the impact of the intelligent filling system on senior high school students, and makes an effort for the country to select talents with high-level professional knowledge and achieve “two hundred-year goals” for China. To finish this task, our team user big data technology including data mining, data visualization and the like.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For senior students, College Entrance Examination undoubtedly becomes an opportunity to change their destiny, instead, students spent most of their time in reviewing cultural lessons, they do not know much about the research contents of various professional fields, which specialties they are suitable for, and the comprehensive ranking of colleges and universities in this regard, and they do not know that the level about themselves and the schools they want to apply is still much lower far away. Therefore, in order to have a better choice, the college entrance examination voluntary filling in has become a crucial part. So who will give the students a well-founded suggestion? Big data is not only a technology, but also an idea of solving problems. I led the team members to design our intelligent decision-making system of voluntary filling in order to solve the above problems.

According to statistics [1], the total number of the national college entrance examination in 2018 is 9.75 million, which is an increase of 350,000 compared with 2017, which is the largest number of applicants since 2010. To cite two distinct examples, Shandong Province, as the representative of the big province of college entrance examination, has nearly 600,000 applicants in 2018, and Liaoning Province has 185,000 applicants in 2018. In order to make the competition between the students in the university entrance examination provinces less fierce and to stop the outflow of talent, we have studied an intelligent decision-making and voluntary filling of college entrance examination, hoping to alleviate this series of problems to a certain extent.

The intelligent decision-making system for College Entrance Examination voluntary filling-in includes six modules: Finding College information, Professional details, VIP service, Admission batches, Efficient prediction, Voluntary filling-in. It provides a reference guidance and suggestion to our registered users precisely and directionally, so that they will no longer feel helpless and tangled when facing voluntary filling-in. This system breaks through the traditional complicated determination of data, it can reasonably predict by inputting the corresponding screening conditions, thus solving the above pain points, and has a better application and practical practice of our professional knowledge.

II. HOME PAGE DESIGN OF INTELLIGENT DECISION-MAKING SYSTEM FOR COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION VOLUNTEER FILLING

Our team’s main design idea is concise and "bright". One is for users to have a strong experience. The other is for senior three students to review or tense anxious waiting results in order to relax their body and mind. The home page is shown in Fig. 1 below. And some of other page is shown in Fig.2.
E. Voluntary filling in

In this module, the goal of voluntary prediction can be achieved through the combination of background database and machine learning algorithm. We will also continue to strengthen the learning of professional knowledge, and continue to strengthen the algorithm structure.

F. VIP services

In this module, we can see the courses and necessary skills of the corresponding majors. We can learn by ourselves in our spare time. In this module, we can see the direction of future employment, so that candidates have more room for development.

III. RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS ON THE IMPACT OF INTELLIGENT DECISION-MAKING SYSTEM FOR COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION FILLING ON HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

A. Analysis Based on Students

Senior three students spent most of their time studying in their school. They do not know the history of the school they want to apply for, the comprehensive ranking of the school they want to apply for, the major they like to study, and the meaning of these obscure and difficult professional names. Therefore, the voluntary application after the college entrance examination has become a big problem.

In the face of voluntary filling in, some will deliberately seek the help of some voluntary filling in institutions, but the effect is minimal, spent a lot of money in vain. Senior three students have secretly vowed to test their ideal level; after all, they are still "ordinary students" and can’t compare with the few "learning hegemony" in the class. How can they get into an ideal school in the thousands of troops crossing a thin wooden bridge? It is precisely because ordinary people need to redouble their efforts, so we need to seek intelligent decision-making of voluntary application, so that we can’t be wrong because of their own ordinary university they do not like, if we really go to a completely unsuitable professional or college, so even postgraduate entrance examination is difficult to cross-examination. The fairest and most important chance to change our destiny is in front of us. How can we not fight? Examination mentality is also very important part, some students see that the students around them can learn much better than themselves without much effort; see that the students who are better than themselves can go to questions while studying by themselves, and they can’t ask anything, they are also very anxious; see that the students bought a lot of exercise books and worked tirelessly to do a lot, the exercise books they just bought have not written their names....All these lead to the students’ mind extremely bad. Every swearing-in meeting, I always feel that I have endless strength, but one week later, this passion will decay a lot, they belong to the kind of self-hard work, but the results are not up to date. The results are not ideal, so there will be a lack of self-confidence. By inputting the results of the simulated examination into the intelligent decision-making system of the college entrance examination, we can find out the gap between ourselves and...
the ideal college, overcome the negative emotions, try to work hard to improve efficiency and flexibility, and quickly improve our academic performance. It would be a great pity to delay your future and time because you do not know how to do it. Our team members used their spare time to investigate the needs of high school students, and set up several modules on the homepage in order to make the students after the college entrance examination no longer suffer from volunteer filling in.

B. Analysis Based on Parents of Examinees

Parents want their children to have a good future, so they look for counseling institutions everywhere to volunteer to fill in guidance, which is tantamount to asking for directions, spending a lot of money, and wasting a lot of time. As parents, they should know their children character very well. If their children study very well, they can fill in the report according to their own wishes. But if the children are just ordinary students, or rather more diligent students, they can’t fill in the report according to their interests when filling in their volunteers. Instead, they should fill in the report according to the trend of social development and the plan of future career. As well as possible professional paths for further education are integrated as much as possible. Students’ interests are also unstable and immature, so do not let their interests decide what they will major. Watching several TVB plays is like being a barrister. Watching several Japanese and Korean dramas is like being an angel in white and an investigative journalist. They do not know the difficulties and hardships of these professions at all. It seems that parents are democratic and open-minded enough. In fact, they let their children temporary imagination influence their children future 5-10 years or even longer. This is irresponsible.

With our intelligent decision-making system for college entrance examination, we can update the simulated test results in time. Parents can see their children learning situation at a glance. They can also generate visual polygraph according to several simulated test results, so that parents can visually see the changes of their performance, and make appropriate psychological counseling, so as to make preparations for rainy days, discover problems in time and solve them in time.

C. Analysis Based on Stimulating Students Inner Interest and Potential

On the one hand, our system can also stimulate students’ interest in learning. When they know the fluctuation of their performance, they will know what to do next. They can also adjust according to the suggestions of our system, so that they can enter the ideal target college.

On the other hand, the intelligent decision-making system of college entrance examination voluntary filling in the view of large data is based on machine learning recommendation algorithm for reasonable prediction. Machine learning gives computer training set for training, and then makes the same algorithm for the test set to draw conclusions. Candidate friends will have different ideas. Do you have to recommend algorithms? Or is there a better, better algorithm to replace the system algorithm? If students have such ideas, our other goal is to stimulate students’ interest in studying the system, so that they will pay more attention to the study of mathematics and the knowledge of big data, thus replacing our core algorithm, achieving real interest in active learning and research, and upgrading their professional knowledge to one. Highly, lay the foundation for future career development. Interest plays an important role in human practical activities. Interest can make people concentrate their attention and produce a happy and tense mental state, which will have a positive impact on human being understanding and activities, and is conducive to improving the quality and effect of work. Interest is the best teacher. Once students have interest, creativity and innovation will be infinite.

D. Analysis on Training Career Orientation and Enhancing Independent Innovation Ability

College Entrance Examination is the first orientation of life and the basis of career planning after entering university. The right choice of filling in College Entrance Examination determines the sustainability of College Students’ career development. However, the passivity and blindness of college entrance examination volunteer choice and the demand of College Students’ individual career development form a sharp contradiction, which greatly restricts the scientific planning of college students’ career. Therefore, ordinary high school should strengthen the guidance and education of students’ career planning in senior high school. Colleges and universities should actively carry out double-degree education through the reform of enrollment in major disciplines, and promote the independent, free and diversified development of College students. Our college entrance examination voluntary filling-in intelligent decision-making system has laid a foundation for students’ career orientation and self-learning Basics.

Cultivating students innovation and entrepreneurship ability is the need of building an innovative country to implement the strategy of "rejuvenating the country through science and education". Innovation is the soul of national progress and the inexhaustible motive force of national prosperity. The competition of comprehensive national strength in today world is ultimately the competition of scientific and technological strength and high-quality talents. A country with innovative ability and a large number of high-quality human resources will have great potential for the development of knowledge economy. Vigorously cultivating students’ innovative ability will enable a large number of young people with innovative thinking to be transported to society and effectively safeguard the national innovation system. Establish and conform to Chinese development strategy of rejuvenating the country through science and education and build an innovative country. The education we received from childhood is to innovate. It is because of innovation that we have the Internet plus era and the era of big data AI[3]. Only when Chinese “new four inventions” came into being, can we have the sharing of bicycles. We need to cultivate our innovative consciousness and stimulate the innovative interest of candidates. Starting with the innovation of our system, I understand that our system is not the most perfect one. So we will launch an initiative to let candidates innovate our backstage algorithms and backstage design technology. In addition, the "VIP service" on the homepage is also open to candidates, so that they can apply.
innovation to reality and cultivate it. Prepare for the application of innovative talents.

For myself, I have my own technological innovations, such as deeper development using Python Web Django framework [4]. As shown in Fig. 3.

As Chairman Xi has stated, great dreams come from the soil of reality. After suffering and brilliance, the Chinese nation always has the feeling of "home, country and world" [5]. The realization of national prosperity and people’s prosperity has always been the dream of our nation and of every Chinese. In the history of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, everyone is the witness, pioneer and builder of the times.

IV. Conclusion

We have the experience of college entrance examination. We want to use our professional knowledge to make the senior three students no longer worry. We want them to understand what they are studying in various fields, or what specialty they are really suit for, so that they can guide them out in time when they encounter thinking bottlenecks in preparing for the exam, and tailor-made voluntary filling-in plan for the candidates that belongs to their own. Prepare for the country to select talents with high quality professional knowledge. We have developed an intelligent decision-making system for college entrance examination filling, which can really solve the problems for senior three students. By satisfying the internal database structure of ACID [6] characteristics, we can reduce the waiting time of candidates. The system has passed the application of small-scale testing and achieved good results. We will continue to summarize and improve the system, strengthen the optimization of internal algorithm of machine learning, and make the prediction rate reach a higher level.
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